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DESCRIPTION ERROR IN ENGLISH

EORI invalid
Office of registration code invalid
Subsequent office code invalid
Code office with role inconsistent or not given
Data incongruent
The field has an invalid format (not Numeric)
Code mode of transport at border invalid
Code nationality of means of transport at the border is not valid
Code of Transport charges/ Method of Payment invalid
Language code is invalid
The field has an invalid format (not alphabetical)
The field shown has an invalid size (too short)
LRN incongruent
Total articles inconsistent with the actual number calculated
Total packages inconsistent with the actual number calculated
Total gross mass inconsistent with the actual number calculated
Code indicator of special circumstances not valid
Country code invalid
Required field missing
DataGroup necessarily absent
Dangerous goods code invalid
Document code invalid
Combined Nomenclature code invalid
Kind of packages code invalid
The date indicated is not a valid format
Special mentions code invalid
Required field missing
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First entry office code invalid
The date indicated is incongruent (after than the system date)
The date indicated is incongruent (prior than the system date)
The indicated field has an invalid format
Item not found in declaration
Operation is not allowed: the state of ENS is incongruent
Operation is not allowed: the state of item-ENS is incongruent
Value invalid
Number of repetitions indicated inconsistencies with the number of
occurrences reported
DataGroup mandatory absent
Condition is not respected
Rule is not respected
Technical rule is is not respected
The indicated field has an invalid size (too long)

Exemples
0000002315 TESTATA/21||C514:Violazione della condizione
0000002314 TESTATA/S04||codEORI:Codice EORI non valido
0000002314 ARTICOLO_1/35||C592:Campo obbligatorio assente
0000002314 ARTICOLO_2/35||C592:Campo obbligatorio assente
0000002314 ARTICOLO_3/35||C592:Campo obbligatorio assente

Legend
0000002315 - LRN+Functional Error Code (Number 8 + Number 2)
TESTATA o ARTICOLO - Indication of the element in which the error was
detected: Text (ENS) or ARTICLE (ENS1)
ARTICOLO_1 - Display article in which the error was detected: ARTICLE_1 ...
ARTICLE_n

TESTATA/S04 o ARTICOLO_3/35 - Indication of the field (mapped through the
column "Ref. FIELD" on the path to the message) that has been found
C592:Campo obbligatorio assente - Rule / Condition violated or wrong ID text
field (10 characters max): text description of the error as indicated in the
table shown

Functional Error Codes (Specifiche tecniche di disegno DDNIA - Appendice
C)
12 - Incorrect (code) values
13 - Missing
14 - Value not supported in this position (code value constraint)
15 - Not supported in this position
19 - Invalid decimal notation
26 - Duplicate detected
35 - Too many repetitions
37 - Invalid type characters
38 - Missing digit in front of decimal sign
39 - Element too long (length constraint)
40 - Element too short (length constraint)
90 - Unknown MRN
91 - Duplicate MRN
92 - Message out of sequence
93 - Invalid MRN

